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portland state university
MEMORANDUM
TO Senators and Ex-officio Members of the Senate DATE November 17, 1981
FROM Ul rich H. Hardt. Secretary of the Faculty
The Senate will hold its regular meeting of the Faculty Senate on December 7,
1981,3:00 p.m. in 150 Cramer Hall.
AGENDA
A. Roll
*B. Approval of the Minutes of the November 2,1981, Meeting
C. Announcements and Communications from the Floor
D. Question Period
1. Questions for Administrators
a. Question to Vice President Gruber, submitted
Comnittee:
"What has been the faculty response to the early/phased retirement option?
How many are eligible, how many of these have formally or administratively
applied (by division), and which options have they requested?"
2. Questions from the Floor for the Chair
E. Reports from the Officers of Administration and Committees
*1. Curriculum Committee, Annual Report -- Tang
*2. Graduate Council, Annual Report -- Johnson
*3. Library Committee, Annual Report -- Sapp
*4. Scholastic Standards Comnittee, Annual Report -- Benson
F. Unfinished Business D
*1. Curriculum Committee Course and Program Proposals -- Tang ~e~ato~~ ~
*2. Graduate Council Course and Program Proposals -- Johnson Nrlngb elr· l ·G. New Business ovem er mal lng.
*1. Proposed Constitutional Amendment, Article VI,Sections 1 and 3 -- Beeson
*2. Advisory Council Interpretation of Faculty Constitution, Article III,
Section 4, Last Paragraph -- Beeson
*3. Proposed Name Change of Department of Mathematics -- Moseley
*4. Proposed Name Change in Division of Engineering and Applied Science --
Moseley
*5. Scholastic Standards Committee Motions -- Benson
H. Adjournment
*The following documents are included with this mailing:
B Minutes of November 2, 1981, Senate Meeting
El Curriculum Committee, Annual Report**
E2 Graduate Council, Annual Report**
E3 Library Comnittee, Annual Report**
E4 Scholastic Standards Committee, Annual Report**
Gl Proposed Constitutional Amendment, Article VI, Se~tio~s 1 and 3**
G2 Advisory Council Interpretation of Faculty Constltutlon, Article III,
Section 4, Last Paragraph**
G3 Proposed Name Change of Department of Mathematics**
G4 Proposed Name Change in Division of Engineering and Applied Science**
G5 Scholastic Standards Committee Motions**
**Included for Senators and Ex-Officio Members only.
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PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY
Minutes:
Presiding Officer:
Secretary:
Members Present:
Alternates Present:
Members Absent:
Ex-officio Members:
Faculty Senate Meeting, November 2, 1981
Mary Cumpston
Ulrich H. Hardt
Abbott, Alexander, Bates, Beattie, Beeson, Bennett, Bierman,
Bingham, Bjork, Breedlove~ Brenner, Brooke, Bruseau, Buell,
Bunch, Burden, Chapman, Chino, Conroy, Cumpston, Diman, Dressler,
Dueker, Dunbar, Enneking, Erdman, Goekjian, Goslin, Grimes, Hales,
Heflin, Heneghan, Holloway, Jenkins, Karant-Nunn, Kimball,
Kimbrell, Kirrie, Lehman, McMahon, Midson, Moor, Nussbaum, L.,
Nussbaum, R., Oh, Pinamonti, Patton, Peterson, Scheans, Sonnen,
Swanson, Tuttle, Youngelson, Waldroff, White.
Courtney for Dart, Svoboda for Heyden, Neff for Rad, Hsu for
Savery, Cabelly for Shimada.
Burns, Clark, Daily, Feldesman, Jackson, Muller, Williams
Blumel, Corn, Dobson, Forbes, Gruber, Hardt,. Harris, Hoffnann,
Howard, Leu, Morris, Nicholas, Pfingsten, Rauch, Ross, Schendel,
Todd, Toulan, Trudeau, Vant Slot, Williams
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES
Bierman was marked present for the October meeting. The minutes were approved as
circulated.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
1. Vice President Todd reported on the probable action by the Board of the Public
Employees Retiremen~stem (PERS) to prohibit the use of salary incentives in
early retirement programs designed to increase PERS retirement pension benefits.
PERS staff is now studying the use and effect of bonus payments and extraordinary
salary adjustments and may reconvnend against them. A public hearing has been scheduled
f?r November 18, and Vice Chancellor Lemman is coordinating the presentation by
h1gher education. The adoption of an amendment to the existing Administrative
Rule would not affect the calculation of the special salary adjustment in the PSU
Early/Phased Retirement Program nor would adoption affect the part-time employment
~rovisions. The amendments could affect the use of the special salary adjustments
1n the PERS calculation of the retirement benefit. Even if a restrictive amendment
is adopted, the salary incentives in the PSU program will remain intact. Deans,
department heads and applicants have been given this information.
QUESTION PERIOD
No questions were submitted.
REPORTS FROM OFFICERS OF THE ADMINISTRATION AND COMMITTEES
1. President Blumel gave a fall term registration up-date. No final full analysis
has been made, but fees paid are down about 8 percent from last year.
2. President Blumel shared his revisions of the Provisional Plan to Budget Reduction
announced September. He reported that he had received very extensive response to '
t~at plan, both from inside and out of the University, and that he had studied all
w~th great care; therefore his alterations are significant. A second factor con-
sl~ered during the revision process was the high enrollment drop and tuition loss
th1s fall, estimated to be between two and three million dollars, probably closer
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to three million dollars. If a similar drop occurs next year, the figure would h
to be doubled. A third problem is that estimates of the state's revenues for the
biennium are not precise yet. The Chancellor has said that the reductions should
be treated as temporary; however, some argue with that assumption. Had the short
falls of this Fall term not occurred, a reduction plan utilizing a longer time pe
might have been possible. Given the present situation, that is nelther prudent
nor possible.
Blumel indicated that many points were assessed in making recommendations for pr,
reductions or eliminations. Among them were requirements of the level of staffin
needed to conduct programs, workloads of persons involved, enrollment in progra '
student/teacher ratios, potential for future development, and general quality 0
programs.
The following sheet summaries the proposed reductions/eliminations, showing tot
the Provisional and Final Plans. The biggest single change is the major reduct
in the Counseling Center. This will require major shifts in counseling and t~
the proposal was motivated by efforts to keep as many of the instructional ser~
as possible intact. HPE has revised its distribution requirements into a thre~
required course of health and physical education which will be funded. Activtf
courses will be eliminated except on a self-supporting basis.
Certain Area Studies programs will be retained. The Latin American Study Cen
will continue because most of the costs are borne by Foreign Languages. The>
Central Eur6pean Studies tenter will continue, courses being offered through
appropriate departments; the Center is also in part supported by a grant. TW.
~~iddle Eastern Study.Program will be retained as a certificate' program, but'>
language co~ponent wlll be reduced,sdme being taken over by Foreign Language
Blumel was -mpressed by the many laudatory comments both from within and frO
outside of the University regarding this program. The International Studie
Office can assume coordination of these programs which will real ize importa
savings.
Testimony in support of the Women's Studies program has suggested that thec
hood of having courses continue in departments is not very high without at-
part-time coordinator; therefore al/3-time position was restored to the pOng
Journalism was dropped for th2 reasons given on September 16. CMI will di~G
as a Center; however, general film courses will continue on a part-time ba c,
film-making courses can only be offered on a self-supporting basis. TheF
Research Institute continues to be slated for elimination.
Blumel concluded by going over the departmental cuts as outlined on the pl
pointing out that some decisions ¥Jere made on the basis of fall termenl39:
developments. Salary figures listed include 28 percent OPE. In general it
of the cuts is moderately greater than the four percent mandated.
Bunch asked if there were any cuts in administration. Blumel respondedi{.
not find any administrative positions that could be cut out in total.M(rg~
found any, they would have .been el iminated. Temporary cuts will b9 consj<;l
whenever possible. Blumel also add2d emphatically that any additionalcl1ts
not be absorbed by PSU without alterations in the overall mission of the{_,jo
That would have a significant and damaging impact on students and the comffi~
Should further cuts be imposed, the Board would have to reconsider thedj
of resources within the state system.
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Provisional Plan Final Plan
Acad. Class. Acad. Class.
Do 11 ars FTE FTE Do 11 ars FTE FTE
Non-Instruction
Institute for Policy Studies $ 122,699 3.34 1.00 $ 122,959 3.34 1.00
Other Non Instruction 125,000 2.00 3.00
Gym Suit Service (estimated) 37,562 2.00
Counseling Center 140,242 3.64 1. 25
Academic Affairs 22,324 1.00
Net Savings from
transfer of Admin.
Data Processing from
Data Services Center to
PSU 35,000
5· Reduce Space Rentals 45,000
6. Reduce Maintenance Exp. 22,911 1.00
Non-Instruction $ 247,699 5.34 4.00 $ 425,998 7.98 5.25
In~truction and Research
lfh-& Physical Education $ 150,825 5.00 $ 90,495 3.00
183,292 6.33 1.00 125,922 4.00 1.00
64,418 2.00 64,420 2.00
46,971 1.00 .50 36,826 .67 .50
83,905 2.73 83,905 2.73
for Moving Image 84,080 2.00 .50 70,893 1.67 .50
Research Institute 43,545 .67 .50 43,667 .67 .50
1.00
2.00 2.00
1.00
3·00 2.00
1.00 1.00
Letters $ 220,357 7.00 $ 190,435 6.00
1.00 1.00
1. 00 1.00
2.00 2.00
$ 139,112 4.00 $ 128,979 3.00 1.00
1.00 1. 00
3.00 2.00
1· Science 2.00 1. 50
y 1.00 1.00
al Science $ 252,557 7.00 $ 200,104 5.50
$ $ 36,763 1.00
- 35,340. 1.00
~.;1 on 0 f Jus t Ice 23,069 1.00 23,069 1. 00
struction $1 ,292, 131 38.73 2.50 $1 , 130, 818 32.24 3.50
lION $1,539,830 44.07 6.50 $1,556,816 40.22 8.75
·_.. -_ ...•..._ .._--- -_._---_._._----~--
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2. Franklin West presented the report of the Ad hoc Committee on Instruction~dl
Media. Their recommendation is that a small permanent committee could best dl
faculty with existing audio visual materials and those which wil~ be available.
He reported that the ad hoc cOITU1littee was surpri sed how much equlpment was on cal':l~
but was not generally known about. West also urged that ever increasing technolo·
and development (e.g., Cable TV) could make this committee more and mor~ importan
as an advisory group to facult~ Grimes/Midson moved that a faculty advlsory .
Committee on Instructional Media be established. R. Nussbaum added that commltte~
members should be chosen on the basis of interest in the area. Bates wanted to k
if this would be a constitutional committee· Kimbrell asked whom the committee
would advise. West replied that it would advise on policy and use of instruction(
media and would advise especially those units which have media. Kimbrell felt
concern, because at one time all things purchased had to go to the Library but
were then extremely hard to find and service was slow. At another time departmen
purchased materials which then went to DCE and then had to be borrowed or rented
from DCE. His concern was that this new committee would look for materials hiddc
away on campus.
Midson saw the importance of the committee to AV Services as faculty glvlng valua,
advice. The committee could concern itself with financial resources and with que
tions regarding the extent to which media resources could be used. Dueker still
felt ambivalence in the described duties of the committee and suggested that the
recommendation !:Je sent back to the ad hoccorrrnittee for clarification. I~est reit.
that the intention It/as not to harrass anybody, but rather the committee should se
aid people who have not become aware of what role media like computers and TV cou
play in instruction. Faculty should be helping each other with keeping up with t'
development of nevI technology. R. Nussbaum suggested that the motion should be !:lC
specific, incorporating number 4 from the harguments in favor" and 1isting number
1-3 from the same source as the charge to the committee.
Dunbar pointed out that some existing committees should be doing some of the task
identified, and she named the Committee on Effective Teaching and the Advisory
Committee on Computing Services. The unanswered question was still whom this com·
mittee would be advising. Kimbrell read number 1 of the arguments in favor, 11 •••
need to improve faculty awareness of existing media equipment, ... f2cilitate ae
to equipment 'hidden away' on campus ... " and again expressed his C0nccrn for the
purpose of this committee. ~1idson read from his original memorandum to the
Committee on Committees, dated May 16, 1980, in which he urged the establishment!
a s~par~te AV c?mmittee.to allow faculty an active mechanism whereby they can ex~
thelr Vlews on lssues llke budget support levels for AV materials and services
~taffin~ needs and priorities, and policies regarding services, location of mater
In-serVlce wor~s~ops,on- and.off-campus users. Buell supported Midson and spoke
favor of o~g~nlzlng.the commlttee; he warned, however, that assurance had to be 9
that no unlt s holdln~s w~uld be robbed. He agreed that the Library Committee ha
not looked a~ the audlo vlsual s~ppor~ of classroom instruction. Bates agreed th
there was stlll too much uncertalnty ln the recommendation and felt that the mati
on the floo~ was premature. Bates/Dunbar moved to refer the matter back to the
Ad hoc .C~lTlnlttee for de~elopment of the COJ1Tllittee charge and proposal of the
composltlon of the com~lttee. The motion was passed.
3. Speaking for the Educational Policies Committee, ~'()<,~.'l( y l)rp',ontpd the follow
report: .
A ba~ic purpose o! ~he E~ucational Policies Committee is to report tIl the
Presldent of the Umverslty and The Faculty Senate on matters r 1 . t th
d t · 1 1" d'" e all ve 0 ee uca lana po lCles an prlorltles of the University It l'S th f
. f' . ere ore appro-prlate or us to brlefly report to The Senate at this time of financial adversity
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The difficult task of budget cutting falls ultimately on theshould~rs of the
Pres i dent of the Uni vers ity. The Committee sincerely appreci ates the objecti vi ty
and thoroughness with which he carried out that responsibility. It was not a
popular task, and naturally some felt that they or others might have done better.
But that would have been the case no matter who had made the final budget recom-
mendations. It is obviously not possible to please all, or even many, under
such circumstances!
ihe Committee did not have the opportunity to review the final version of the
President's proposal and could not comment on specific aspects even if it were
so inclined. We do, however, endorse the basic strategy of reducing the diversity
and range while providing more adequate support for those activities and faculty
which will continue. ~e were impressed by the care and depth of the President's
approach in considering individual programs, units, and other items for reduc-
tions or elimination. We believe that the recommendations of this Committee, and
those of others in the University, were given reasonable consideration by the
President. The Guidelines of the University, our major statement of loission and
policy, was also taken into account. The nature of the problem calls for more
permanent types of solutions, involving reductions in both scope and scale,
rather than stop gap measures.
A major criticism by the Committee is that insufficient information was made
available to the faculty and various committees during the process. It would
have been especially important to have had the budget cuts actually in progress
during 1981-82 along with the proposed further reductions for 1982-83 so that
there would have been a greater awareness of the widespread nature of cuts. A
clearer identification of both the criteria and method or evaluation used in
arriving at the proposed cuts would have been helpful, also.
The outlook for the University for at least the next three to five years is in-
deed not promising. In anticipation of even further reductions in state funding,
in the short run and, at best, relatively stable longer term state support, the
Educational Policies Committee intends to devote the major part of its efforts
this year to the re-evaluation of the Guidelines and to possible involvement in
the development of a sound planning process and an integrated plan to guide us
during the difficult years that seem to be ahead. It is imperative that we be
better prepared for the next set of difficult decisions.
A final note. It seems patently clear to the Committee that we must do what we
can to save ourselves rather than to rely on others to do so and that efforts
must be made to bring about an objective system wide review of the allocation
of programs and the allocation of funding among the various state institutions
of higher education. Portland State has yet to receive the level of support
called for by virtue of its mission in the statewide system of higher education.
riEI·J BUS INESS
1. Tans presented the progra~ and course changes f~om the Curriculum Co~ittee.
She remlnded the Senate that 400 G courses were revlewed by both the Curriculum
Committee and the Graduate Council. Abbott/L. Nussbaum moved that the course
and program changes in Arts and Letters be approved. R. Nussbaum wanted to know
how many new courses were being proposed. Tang replied that Theater Arts had
two new courses. The motion was passed.
~ott/8jork moved that the Curriculum Comm;~tee's course and program proposals for
the College of Science be accepted. The motlon was passed.
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2. Speaking for the Graduate Council, Johnson summarized the proposals from
Arts and Letters. The Councii made several suggestions to Theater Arts regarding
course descriptions prerequisites and title change, and the Curriculum Committee
concurred with the changes. Dunbar/Brooke moved approval of the graduate
programs, new courses, and course changes for Arts and Letters. The motion was
passed.
Johnson commented that the recommendations in Science essentially were changes in
prerequisites in Mathematics. Beeson/Chino moved approval of the graduate course
changes in Science. The motion was passed.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 4:16 p.m.
El
ANNUAL REPORT
TO: Faculty Senate
FROM: University Curriculum Committee
The Committee has met and acted on the following curricular
matters during the 1981 calendar year.
1. Reviewed and recommended to the Senate program changes,
new courses, and changes in existing courses for the
College of Arts and Letters and College of Science.
(Reported to the Senate November 1981.)
2 ~ Reviewed and recommended to the Senate progr'am changes,
new courses, and changes in existing courses for the
College of Social Science, School of Business Administration,
School of Health and Physical Education, and Division of
Eng ineer ing and Appl ied Science. (Repor ted to the Sena te
in December 1981.)
The Committee makes the following recommendation to the 1982 Curricular
Committee.
1. The form for New Course Requests should be revised to include
information regarding when the course has been offered under
an omnibus number to indicate terms offered, and enrollment per
term.
2. As soon as the Curriculum Committee for calendar year 1982
is appointed, the committee chairperson should establish a
specific meeting day and time to begin as soon as faculty
returns to campus in September 1982. The two-year catalog
will create a very large workload for this committee, and a
planned program to commence as early in September as possible
is recommended.
3. The committee concurs with last year's reco~~endation that
Curriculum Committee members be members of their respective
College, School, Division Curriculum Gommittees whenever
possible.
The Curriculum Committee has taken action on the recommendation from last
year's committee that we review the policy on omnibus numbers listings
and use. A memo will be sent to Deans and Department Heads outlining
the omnibus numbers and possible titles and requesting that future
C~urse requests reflect this listing and that current usage and
listings be reviewed.
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Respectfully submitted,
Nancy Tang, Chair
El
Committee Members: Carl Abbott, Catherine Evleshin, Carole Gat~,
Kathy Greey, Nan Teh Hsu, Sheldon Maron,
Walter Shold, Norm Wyers, Helen Youngelson, Anthony
Consultants: Forbes Williams, Karen Tosi
E-l
T'
GRADUATE COUNCIL
ANNUAL REPORT TO THE FACULTY SENATE
Charles McIntyre (E.E. Fall,1981)
William' Rabiega (Urban Studies)
Leonard Robertson (Bus. Ed.)
Milan Svoboda (Phys. Ed.)
Frank Terraglio (Engineering until
Fall, 1981)
(OGSR) Consultant
(Registrar) Consultant
(Social Work)
(Sociology)
(Library)
(Education)
(DCE)
Gregory Goekjian (English Stanley Rauch
Ansel Johnson (Earth Sciences) Chai~~~~~llfts
;/
The Graduate Council met nearly weekly throughout Winter and Spring terms, acted
on petitions during Summer term, and met weekly during Fall term. Following is a
list of significant activities and actions for the year:
Harold Adams
Charles Bolton
Patricia Byrd
Zola Dunbar
Leo Foltz
1. Established procedures for handling Graduate Petitions. The routing is as
follows: From student to program or department committee for recommendation;
to Graduate Council for action (approve or denial); to Graduate Office for
implementation. Petition forms are available in the Graduate Office.
2. Summary of petition actions January to November, 1981:
Type of Petition Approved Disapproved
Extend Incomplete
Extend Seven Year Limit
Change Grade
Undergraduate Credit to Graduate Credit
Transfer of Credit
Admission
Total
23
13
1
4
5
o
46
6
10
6
3
9
7
""'41
3. Reviewed and approved in principle the Off Campus Offerings Guidelines from
the Vice President for Academic Affairs office.
4. Granted extension of one year of excess omnibus 400 level credits for the
Public History option in the M.S. program in History.
5. Approved statements from the Teacher Education Committee
a} that the expectations of quality should be applied to both the
MST and MAT programs as they are for the MS and MA programs.
b) that any 300 or lower classes needed to prepare for the MST and MAT
be in addition to the 45 hours of graduate work needed for the degree,
and not taken as 400G omnibus courses.
6. Nearly completed work on the Academic Honesty statement.
7. Instituted policy and procedure on 7 year limit. ReqUire the department to
examine the student's knowledge in the areas of the outdated courses before
granting extension. Forms are available in the Graduate Office.
8. Noted misuse of 407G course a) as a lecture course and b) as reading
and conference or individual study course. Proper use is 410G and 405G
respectively. 407 is for scheduled seminars.
l
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9. Several areas of concern are to be followed up this year and next:
a) Graduate Handbook review.
b) Duplication of offerings - establish procedures and carry out.
e) Assist in review of possible excessive graduate offerings and possible
shortage of offerings in programs.
d) Prerequisites for graduate courses. (Freshman and Sophomore students
in graduate courses frequently).
e) Examine Graduate requirements at the University level.
,E3
MEMORANDUM
TO: Faculty Senate December '7, 1981
FROM: University Library Committee
RE: ANNUAL REPORT TO THE FACULTY SENATE
The primary activity of the University Library Committee this
calendar year was the review and approval of the Library materials budget.
The Senate will recall that last year (1980/81) the Legislature's
Special Session cuts reduced the Library materials budget by one-third
($282,668) to $565,854. Thanks to the efforts by the administration,
Director of the Library, Library staff, Library Committee, Faculty Senate,
faculty and students, some of the cuts were restored in 1981 to the Library.
Specifically, in January, 1981, and April, 1981, a total of $175,000 was
restored to the 1980/81 budget. The Library and the Library Faculty
Collection Development Committee recommended and the Library Committee
approved the following use of the restored funds:
A. Departmental monograph allocation
B. Librarians' allocations for reference materials
C. Binding and repair
D. Audio-visual materials
E. Detection strips
F. Inter-disciplinary general book purchases
Total restored funds
$105,856
15,500
35,000
7,000
5,000
6,644
$175,000
After the restoration of the $175,000, the final materials budget for 1980/81
was $740,854. This was a 12.7 percent reduction from the original approved
budget of $848,854.
The materials budget for 1981/82 is $981,990. This figure represents
the original 1980/81 base budget ($848,854) plus 15.6 percent for inflation.
The Library recommended and the Library Committee approved the following
allocation of the 1981/82 materials budget:
A. Serials
B. Departmental monograph allocations
C. Librarians' allocation for reference materials
D. Media services
E. Binding and repair
F. General book purchases
G. Missing journal issues
H. Detection strips
1. Other
Total 1981/82 materials budget
$616,602
212,671
18,397
32,000
57,500
25,820
J,OOO
5,000
11,000
$981,990
ANNUAL REPORT TO THE FACULTY SENATE
University Library Committee
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Because of the lateness of receiving this year's budget and the
possibility of program eliminations, the Library determined it was impossible
to allocate monograph funds to each department from a "zero base." Instead,
the departmental monograph funds were generally allocated as an across-the-
board increase to departments' prior year budget.
The Library Committee recommended and the Director of the Library,
Tom Pfingsten, concurred that the present departmental allocations should
be thoroughly reviewed in light of institutional priorities, program needs,
enrollment trends, use statistics, inflation factors and other considerations.
This will be the major proj ect of the University Library Comm:f.ttee in 1982.
Richard W. Sapp
For the Committee
Stanley Johnson
Judy Patton
Horace White
Susan Karant-Nunn
Thomas Gihring
Ralph Greiling
Jack Finley
Robert Faber
Anthony Hardt
klg
,PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY
SCHOLASTIC STANDARDS CO~1ITTEE
ANNUAL REPORT TO THE FACULTY SENATE - 1981
November 12, 1981
The Scholastic Standards Committee is charged to (a) "develop and recommend
academic standards with a view to maintaining the reputation of the
undergraduate program of the University"; and (b) to "ass ist undergraduate
students in difficulty with scholastic regulations" including undergraduate
students seeking readmission and transfer students who have had scholastic
deficiencies seeking admission. The first part involves policy and the
second part is operational. For "ass ist" read "evaluate petitions."
Operations
Between 1/1/81 and 11/2/81 the committee considered 744 petitions. This means
that at least three, and generally more, members of the committee individually
read and voted on each petition (with supporting documents). Results are
broken down and compared to a similar period in 1980.
1/1/80-11/10/80 12/5/80-11/2/81
Reinstate
granted 112 82
denied 29 45
Admit
granted 103 98
denied 14 25
P/NP to grade and vice versa
granted 66 60
denied 23 84
Entension of Incomplete
granted 71 82
denied 24 6
Registration change after deadline
200granted 189
denied 21 62
Other
granted
1denied
TOTAL 653 744
% granted 83 70
t
L
Among the factors determining decisions are the following:
1. For admission or readmission of a disqualified student we look for
an indication of probable success.
2. Choice of grade option is primarily the student's responsibility.
3. An incomplete can be extended, with an instructor's approval,
for a reasonable period.
4. Change in registration must be supported by an indication of intent.
In all cases, thoughtful comments by the instructor involved are crucial.
Policy
The Scholastic Standards Committee has tended to react to perceived need rather
than initiate policy studies. We have considered a question about a change to
semester system by another State university (we could handle it), and we are
now considering questions from the Dean of Undergraduate Studies about definitiorr
of grades and from the Senate about credit allocation for laboratory classes.
Remarks this fall by the President and Vice President for Student Affairs
about the role of the Scholastic Standards Committee in setting retention
standards have directed us to a careful re-examination of our standards
and how we apply them. The recommendations below are the first fruits of
this process. Additionally, we want to find out how the registrar's
operations might be improved, especially with regard to students with
marginal records. In particular we are now working on how to achieve stronger
intervention at the warning stage. We want to find out how to assure good
advising within departments. And most important, we want to persuade
individual faculty members to demonstrate and maintain high academic standards.
These are essential goals, and we want to consider them carefully.
Respectfully submitted:
Gilbert Benson, Chairman
Committee members: Theodore Grams, Susan Griffiths, David Martinez,
Linda Parshall, Alan Raedels, Willert Rhynsburger
GTB:gb
TO: Faculty Senate
....
Fl
= - = =
FROM: University Curriculum Committee
Nancy Tang (chair), Carl Abbott, Catherine Evleshin,
Carole Gatz, Kathy Greey, Nan Teh Hsu, Sheldon Maron,
Walter Shold, Norm Wyers, Helen Youngelson, and Anthony Wolk.
Consultants: Forbes Williams and Karen Tosi
The Curriculum Committee has reviewed the following program
changes, new course proposals and requests for change in existing
courses for the College of Social Science, School of Business
Administration, School of Health and Physical Education, and
Division of Engineering and Applied Science. (See Gl and G2
attachment to November Senate mailing, pp. 13-22.) and an
additional request from College of Science Mathematics Department.
See page 4 of this report for summary of new course totals.
College of Social Science
A. AnthroEolo9Y - New courses - Recommend Approval
B. Geo~raphy - Chan~e in existing pro9ram - Recommend Approval
- New courses - Recommend approval of three new
courses. Geog 440 course description has been
edited as follows: The use of computers in the
compilation, design and production of maps.
Includes encoding and maintenance of geographic
data bases, the use of several types of computer
mapping programs, and the use of equipment for
plotting and display. The class visits organizations
using computer mapping systems. Each student
completes a series of exercises leading to the
design and production of finished maps through
the use of computer assisted methods. Prerequisite:
Geog 335 or equivalent and consent of instructor.
- Changes in Existing Courses - Recommend Approval
C. History - New course proEosals - Recommend approval of seven
new courses sUbject to the following changes:
HST 493 - add:
HST 494 - add:
Prerequisite:
Prerequisite:
Hst 492 or consent of instructor
Hst 493 or consent of instructor
Changes in existing courses:
Hst 391 - in last line of proposed catalog description add:
... native Japanese, Korean and Vietnamese culture
"medieval" China, "feudal" Japan.
Hst 392 - Add last line to description: Relationship of
Korea and vietnam to China.
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Hst 393 - Add last phrase at end of description:
(including Korea and Vietnam).
Recommend approval of the above listed
course changes (Hst 391, 392, 393) as edited.
Recommend approval of Hst 433, Hst 480, 481 and
482 course changes.
Hst 491 - Recommend approval with the addition:
Prerequisite: Mth 101 or consent of
instructor.
D. Political Science - Change in existinQ program - Recommend Approval
- New Course - Recommend approval. Course
description has been edited to delete the last
sentence as originally shown and add: Pre-
requisite: PS 241 or PS 441 or consent of
instructor.
- Changes in existing courses - Recommend Approval
E. SocioloS~ - New Courses - Recommend Approval
F. Women's Studies - Change in existing program - Recommend Approval
- New Courses
WS 120 - Recommend approval. The following will be
added to the course description: Credit
cannot be used to satisfy Certificate
requirements.
WS 215 - Recommend Approval
WS 230 - Recommend Approval
WS 330 - Recommend Approval
WS 402, WS 403 as indicated on November meeting Gl and
G2 attachment will be changed to omnibus listings as
follows:
WS 401 Research.
WS 407 Seminar.
Credit hours to be arranged.
Credit hours to be arranged.
WS 415 - Recommend Approval.
- Changes in existin9 courses
L
WS 101
WS 199
- Recommend Approval
_ New catalog description changed to indicate
only standard omnibus description:
WS 199 Special Studies. Recommend Approval
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WS 315 - Recommend Approval
WS 409 - Requested description will be deleted
and the practicum will be listed as a
standard omnibus listing as follows:
WS 409 Practicum (3, 3)
WS 410 - Requested description will be deleted anc
the course will be listed as follows:
School of Business Administration
WS 410 Selected Topics.
arranged,)
(Credit to be
~. Accounting - Changes in existing courses - Recommend Approval
B. Marketins - Changes inexistins courses - Recommend Approval
School of Health and ph¥sical Education
- New Courses - Recommend Approval
PE 296 prerequisite has been edited to read:
Low-intermediate technique required. Maximum
12 credits.
- Changes in existins courses - Recommend Approval
Division of Ensineering and APElied Science
- Change in existing program - Recommend approval. Change
is necessary to meet accrediting body requirement regard-
ing mathematics requirements.
College of Science
A. Mathematics Department (see course description attached)
The Curriculum Committee recommends the Faculty Senate approve the program
changes, the new course proposals, and the changes in existing programs
as indicated above.
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Summary of New Cour se Requests
New Cmuses
Arts and Letters
Science
CS 249
CS 349
Social Science
sa
PS 442
Soc 321
Soc 364
Soc 399
ws 401
WS 407
PE 296
Fl
Courses Already Offered and
Discrete Numbers Requested
2 - Theater Arts
1 - Math
2 - Anthropology
3 - Geography
7 - History
5 - Women's Studies
1 - PE
PROPOSAL FOR CHAUGE m EXISTING PROG, Ail
Req' est for the follo\'J1ng chun~e in B~lBS in GeographY
Exis'in catalog statement
Requirements for f.1ajor. In addition to meetinC'J the general University delJree require-
ments, the major in geography must meet the fol1owin~ departmental requirements:
Proposed catalog copy
Re~u1 rements for Uajor.
In addition to meeting the general University requirements, the major in geography
must complete at least 45 hours of course work as detailed in the five areas listed
belo~J. Of the courses presented for the major at least one r:1ust be a seminar
(GeoQ. 407 Seminar, 3 credits).
Rationale for the proposed prof'lram change:
Date
--_.
He bt!lieve that it is important for geography majors to complete at least one seminar
type course in their major. The seminar courses from "/!lich they chose are advanced
level courses intended for students with prior back9round in the subject under study.
Students \'/111 participate in an intensive educational ·process in 'flhich they carry out
supervised research and share their resul ts ''lith the seminar. A second obje~tive
of this requirement 1s to provide the student \'lith an opportunity for close facul ty-
contact in refining their research organization and written anJ oral cOillr:1unication
skills.
Request preparedb~_~~/_~~,~~~~~~~~~~~ .Date 1{7jBl
Approved by Unit Curriculum Committee ' /. /
Approved by Department Head cse~ __Date IUs13/~
Approved by College Curriculumc:.i~;y~: Date t/1t.iZT.
Approved by College Dean~. ~Oate _
\
..
O~PAR ~rNT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
Request for the following change 1n Political S~1en e major requ1rements o
Requ rements for ~ajoro In addition to meet n9 the general University degree
requirements. the major in political science must tate a minimum of 45 credits in
political science courses dfst~1buted as follows:
10 PS 101. 102 P.mer can Gove nment or P.S 211 ftmer1can Pol1ttcs (upper division ~
students may s~bst1tute PS 4 1 The /\mer1 an Pol.Ucal System)
20 Two courses as designated in each'of the four areas below:
Area I-ltner1can Government and Polftfcso Two courses from among the' follOWing:
PS 412 • PS 4~, and appropriate PS 410s o ,
Area II--Internatfona Re ationsc PS 241 Internat10na Aolitfcs~ plus one
course from among the following: PS 441 - PS ~48 I> PS 456. PS ~6R,l and appropriate
PS 4105 0 •
A a lII--Comparativ Po1itfcs o PS 251 C ,parat1ve ~lfticss plus one course
from among the fOl1ow1ng: PS 451 - PS 455, p~ 4 R - PS 461, PS 41 - PS 477~ a d
approprfate PS 410s o -
P,rea IV--Polft cal Theory 0 PS 4B1 ann 1"S 1}82 o
30 One PS 407 SSftfnar o
40 Add1tio a1 elect1 s to make a otf.~t of at laas" 45 credits in Polftic 1 S fenc .,
firo~ed Ce alog Statement:
R~Qu rements fo ~ajoro n addition to meeting t~e general fm1versf~ degre~
reqUirements, the major in polfUcal s ience m. si; take a minimum of 45 credits in
p l1t1cal science courses d"st'fbuted as fol1clS:
1., PS 101, 102 PIn r Cli Goverrmtent or P "211 pmerican Po it cs (upper d vis10n
stud :;s y substi tute PS 4: 1 The f,nerfcBIl Polftfca l System) 0
Two cour es as des gnated 1" each of t e fou areas below:
ea I--Am! fr.an fcvernment and Pol1tfc5o T''JO courses from among the fo"o.",1ng:
l' 412 .... PS 439 nd app p"'1ate S 41 Sq
fI, _a Il-Intcrnatio. d Re at ansa PS 2 1 :nte national P.l1t cs. plus on.
Cf)U' se from among th fol1Ol" n ~ P5 441 - P -l8. PS 4561) PS 46n~ and appropriate
Ps 410s o
Ar nI~ Comparath -. ?olitfcs 0 25'1 Co parative Pii1itics. pius one course
frcm among .he ollow1n1) P 365~ PS 451 P 55 PS 45~ - PS 467, PS 71 • PS 477,
anrl appro r1 te PS 410
/1r ..v-- Po1f t1cal e~ry 0 m em,. P5 4\,20
3n f'n P... 401 em1na.
4c Aridft1onn1 electf cs t M~ke t vU 0 a~ e~ t 45 c·ed ts in l1ticai )ci ceo
*Once tudent has been (wrrtted to P ... land State lIniv~r-it.i't upper division
cou s sed to roo t p(Jl1tical science mjor r~quirements,must be ~a!'en t
Portland State Un1ve s tIl 0 f taken at anoth r college nave r cewed p i.r
apProva1 by the Oepa tme'n~ of Pol it ca1 Sc'j eric •
,aUana1e for th proposed program chang -:
Increasingly the Po11ttcal Sci C~ re a tme' f finding that its ma ors 81th gh
adm1 ncr tattng courses at pst' are meet1ng . portion of t ,eir lI'.ajor
requfr by tating upper division cours!S at neighboring fnstitut1 ftS o The
Oepartment would 1fte to have some control over this a hence the adde footnote~Also a 1 adjustment in the Area III requirement 1$ made ~o make tt confonn to
our present-course offerfngs. -
/
Ppprov
,. Reques
. ~.ld. me~:r~_Pat )-). f}
nepa tme t '.Ul'1'lculom :om. -""'"/-""~ A'JlJ'L-r ~.te .:2:::L£::::i!Ij) ~!F ~~ ~' r ..... _A1 ~ J __ 1\ "'If- . ). j.1- L
.-epar ent ffead _.. 1f-f,V-1 .. , - ,""".,.~vt:ftA- Pal:. ~
"avid "0 SIlH! ze .ftpprov
Q»11 ege/Sch r.urr. Commo _ 1'\ te
-------
,~ebruary 1981
PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY
PROPOSAL FOR CHANGE IN EXISTING PROGRAM
~~quest for the following change in requirements for Women's Studies
Certificate
:xisting Catalog Statement:
j, ~ains as is with addition of two new paragraphs.
l~oposed Catalog Addition:
('(nsert additional paragraph in existing description of Women's Studies
(,'rtificate Program preceding final paragraph of description.)
Si.udents must include within the 42 credit hour requirement 3 credit rours
it feminist theory: WS 215, 315, or 415. These credits may be used to
p,;rtially fulfill either the i.ower division, upper division social science,
or upper division elective requirements.
(Insert additional paragraph in existing description of Women's Studies
Certificate Program following course listing.)
Par additional courses in Women's Studies, consult departmental .listings,
\~.g. Sociology, Psychology.
Justification of Proposed Addition.:
the necessary theor~tical framework
study in the field of Women's Studies.
Date 2/81--L-!..-.:~-t==---L-..::~--ir------------
-Il+~~~--'J-~~~f:I===--=-~---:-- ~Date 2/81
_1-l~~~-\;J---\ltw..~q..~~~ Date 2/81
DatJPR 1 5 1981
---------------
D APR 15 19f______.--:~~ ate _
Request prepared
Approved by Unit
Approved by Dept.
Approved by College Curriculum Head
Approved by College Dean George C. Hoffmana
12
12
3
9
4
49
PORI'LAND STATE UNIVERsITY
PROroSAL FDR CHl\NGE IN EXISTING PROGRAM
Request for the follOWing change in the Bachelor of Science degree in
Electrical-Electronics Engineering.
EXisting catalog statenent:
Engineering and AppUed Science COR Curriculum
Freshman Year Credits
£AS Ill. 112 Engineering Concepts and Problems 6
£AS 116 Engineering Graphics 11 3
Cb 201. 202. 203 Chemistry for Engineering Majors or
equivaJent .
Mth 200.201.202 Calculus .
Wr 121 English Composition '" .
Arts and letters or social science .
Health or physical education .
Total
SopbomoreYear
£AS 211 Statics ..
EAS 212 Strength of Materials .
EAS 215 Dynamics .
Mth 203 Calculus ..
Mth 321 Differential Equations .
Ph 204.205.206 Physics Laboratory : : .
Ph 207.208.209 Physics for Students of Engmeenng .
••Approved engineeri~gco.urses .
Arts and letters or SOCIal scIence .
Health and physical education .
Total
Juoior Year
ME 321, 322 EngineeringTherm~yna~c~ .
tEE 354 Fundamentals of Electnca~Circuits .
tEE 355 Electrical Energy Conversion Fundamentals .
Wr 323 English Composition .
tt Approved upper division math : : ..
··:t:Approved engineering.courses or science electives .
**Approved science e.lectl'l;es ..
Arts and letters or SOCIal scIence .
Total
4
4
4
4
3
3
9
7-12
6
2
46w51
6
4
3
3
6
17-19
3
6
48-50
. . ~ ·neeriflll courses must be taken to
- A minimum 01 4' credilS of div15iona1ly appI'OV<u eflllI . .
quMfy for taltinI tile Enlineerina-in-Train,.. (Em ExammatlOn.
• Required for nonelectlical enai.-nflll rna,.,... only. . . .
t'tCS VI and CS m 10 be substituted for electric:aJ...lectrorn<:s eflllIneennc.
SciaK:e electives (or applied sQcnc:c option only.
* . . ved science electives required for electnc:al·
t;;l1lrw aedilS 01 modem p/I~IQ~ ( -mMen or. approved scie.nee ele<:lIves
-'---'- "'"""-"'_. J credllS of ..........., or .... ~_'I
-.....- w.__..... 'neeri-' 3 credilS of physlQ in enaineertllll ,,~_ Wb'
.-qu;n,d for civil and SlrUCnnI ef1lll .••
~ for t-=!Ulnical enpneen1II.
Senior V.,.
Ec 328 El18ineerins Economics 3
*.~Approved el18ineering courses or science electives......... 33-37
Arts and letters or social science 12
Total 48-52
Upper Division Mathematics and Science (All Options). Upon
approval. upper division mathematics and science electives
specified in the core curriculum are to be selected from the
foUowing:
Upper Dtvision Malhemadcs Electives Credits
Mth 322.323 Differential Equations 3.3
Mth 324 Vector Analysis 3
Mth 340 Introduction to Group 'Theory and Applications 3
Mth 341 Introduction to Ring and Field Theory 3
Mth 342.343 Linear Algebra 3.3
Mth 421.422.423 Applied Mathematics 3.3.3
Mth 451.452.453 Numerical Calculus 3.3.3
Mth 464. 465. 466 Introduction to Probability and Statis-
tics 3.3.3
Science Electives Credits
Ch 440. 441. 442 Physical Chemistry 3. 3. 3
G JOI GeoIOlY for El18ineers . ......•.... 3
G 470 Engineering Geology 3
G 494 Soil and Rock Dynamics..... 3
Ph 311.312.313 Introduction to Modem Physics 3.3.3
Ph 381 Physical Metallurgy (or El18ineers 3
Ph 411 Introduction to Quantum Mechanics 3
Ph 431. 432. 433 Electricity and Magnetism......... 3. 3. 3
Ph 451. 452. 453 Electron Microscopy 2. 2. 2
Ph 464 Optics 4
Ph 481.482.483 Physical Metallurgy 2.2.2
Ph 484. 485. 486 Physical Metallurgy Laboratory I. I. I
In addition to the core curriculum. majors must also com-
plete one of the following options.
ELEcrRICAL-ELEcrRONICS
ENGINEERING / 229-3806
The electrical~lectronicsengineering program is designed to
provide a comprehensive background in the electrical sci-
ences and offers an opportunity for specialization in the
areas of physical electronics. electrical power engineering.
automatic control systems. communication systems. compu-
ter engineering. optical electronics and electromagnetics.
This program provides the student with the educational
background necessary for employment in virtually all elec-
trical engineering fields.
Requlnd Courses Credits
EE 251. 252 Electrical Circuit Analysis 4. 4
EE 265 Introduction to che Frequency Domain 4
EE 350 El18ineering Electromagnetics I 4
EE 351 El18ineering Electromagnetics II 4
EE 352. 353 Contemporary Electrical Machinery 4. 4
EE 357 Electronic Devices 4
EE 358 Electronic Circuits 4
EE 359 Electronic Amplifiers 4
EE 365 Principles of Feedback Control System Design....... 4
EE 371 Introduction to Computer Architecture 4
EE 421. 422. 423 Advanced Electronics or
EE 454.455.456 Electrical Energy Systems 4.4.4
EE 460 Solid State Electronic Devices 4
Approved Electives ·········.····················· II
12
12
39-15
4
49 - 52
Proposed catalog- statement:
Engineering and Applied Science Core ClIJTicuium
Fresbman Year Credits
£AS III. 112 Engineering Concepts and Problems 6
tEAS 116 Engineering Graphics II "... 3 -0
dl 201. 202. 203 Chemistry for Engineering Majors or
equivalent .
Mth 200.201.202 Calculus ..
Wr 121 English Composition .
Arts and letters or social science """... .
-Health or physical education .
Total
Sophomore Year
£AS 211 Statics .
EAS 212 Strength of Materials ..
EAS 215 Dynamics .
Mth 203 Calculus .
Mth 321 Differential Equations ..
Ph 204.205.206 Physics Laboratory .
Ph 207. 208. 209 Physics for Students of Engineering .
••Approved engineering courses .
Arts and letters or social science .
Health and physical education " " .
ttComputer Science
Total
Juaior Year
ME 321.322 EngineeringThermodynamics .
tEE 354 Fundamentals of Electrical Circuits .
tEE 355 Electrical Energy Conversion Fundamentals .
"1'1, 323 English Composition .
AtA ved u r division math .
pprove engineering courses or science electives .
** Approved science electives .
Arts and letters or social science ..
Total
4
4
4
4
3
3
9
7-12
6-0
2
0-6
4b-51
6
4
3
3
17-19
3
6
48-50
- A minimum of~ crodilS of divisionally approved etllIiMCril1ll courses musl be taken to
qlIIIify for lakinI the E";neerillll-in-Traini... (Em Examinalion.
t~ for noneleclric:aJ e"Iineeril1ll majon only.
"8 £:51 aid €8 !5i IU be _Slil.., • ., lei I •• .... II.a.ni.. • uri •
*Science electives for applied science opIion only.
**T1llee aedilS of modem physics or approved science electives required for eleclricaJ-
.-:tronica erlllineeri...: 3 creeli15 of IlI""k>8Y for ellIlineers or approved science eleclives
,...wed for civil and 5tnIClUnl elllliMCri...: 3 creelilS of physics in ellllineeril1ll metallllJ'lY
~ for mechanical ellIliMCri...·
ttRequired for electrical-electronics
majors only.
-------------------------
Additional information:
Summary of changes (not part of catalog statement)
Proposed changes are for the program in Electrical-Electronics Engineering
only:
a.
b.
c.
d.
Deletion of 3 hrs. in graphics, EAS 116
Addition of 6 hr~ of upper division math
No change in Computer Science requirement
Other apparent changes are rearrangement of catalog listing.
Senior Yelir
Ec 328 Engineering Economics 3
***Approved engineering courses or science electives 33-37
Arts and letters or social science 12
Total 48-52
Upper Division Mathematics and Science (AU Options). Upon
approval, upper division mathematics and science electives
specified in the core curriculum are to be selected from the
fonowing:
Upper Division Matbematia EJectives Credits
Mth 322,323 Differential Equations 3,3
Mth 324 Vector Analysis 3
Mth 340 Introduction to Group Theory and Applications 3
Mth 341 Introduction to Ring and Field Theory 3
Mth 342,343 Linear Algebra 3,3
Mth 421, 422, 423 Applied Mathematics .........................•. 3, 3. 3
Mth 451,452.453 Numerical Calculus 3,3,3
Mth 464, 46.5, 466 Introduction to Probability and Statis-
tics ....•.................................................................. 3.3,3
ScIence Elecdves Credits
Ch 440,441. 442 Physical Chemistry 3,3,3
G 301 Geology for Engineers 3
G 470 Engineering Geology 3
G 494 Soil and Rock Dynamics 3
Ph 311, 312, 313 Introduction to Modem Physics 3,3,3
Ph 381 Physical Metallurgy for Engineers 3
Ph 411 Introduction to Quantum Mechanics 3
Ph 431,432,433 Electricity and Magnetism 3,3,3
Ph 451,452,453 Electron Microscopy 2,2,2
Ph 464 Optics 4
Ph 481.482,483 Physical Metallurgy 2,2,2
Ph 484,485,486 Physical Metallurgy Laboratory I, I, I
In addition to the core curriculum, majors must also com-
plete one of the following options.
ELECl'RICAL-ELECfRONICS
ENGINEERING / 229-3806
The electrical-electronics engineering program is designed to
provide a comprehensive background in the electrical sci-
ences and offers an opportunity for specialization in the
areas of physical electronics, electrical power engineering,
automatic control systems, communication systems, compu-
ter engineering, optical electronics and electromagnetics.
This program provides the student with the educational
background necessary for employment in virtually all elec-
trical engineering fields.
RequIred Counes Credits
EE 25 I, 252 Electrical Circuit Analysis 4, 4
EE 265 Introduction to the Frequency Domain 4
EE 350 Engineering Electromagnetics I 4
EE 351 Engineering Eleetromagnetics II 4
EE 352, 353 Contemporary Electrical Machinery .. 4, 4
EE 357 Electronic Devices 4
EE 358 Electronic Circuits 4
EE 359 Electronic Amplifiers 4
EE 365 Principles of Feedback Control System Design....... 4
EE 371 Introduction to Computer Architecture 4
EE 421, 422. 423 Advanced Electronics or
EE 4.54,455.456 Electrical Energy Systems 4.4.4
EE 460 Solid State Electronic Devices 4
Approved Electives ·.····· ······· .. ······· .. · II
CS 251, 252 Introduction to Canputer
Piogrammang II &III 3,3
Rational for the proFQSed changes: the electrical engineering accrediting
l:x:dy, ABEI', requires a minimum of ~ year of mathematics. A recent
interpretation by ABEI' requires that these math courses be in addition
to cClrplter science courses.
This addition of 6 credits of approved upper division mathematics
electives will bring the electrical-electronics program up to the minimlm
ABEI' standards necessary for accreditation.
IEEE guidelines supplementing ABET criteria does not recognize Engineering
Graphics as either Engineering Science or Engineering Design. The
Engineering Graphics requirement is therefore a logical choice for
elliInination for EE students.
No additional expenditure of funds is necessary to implement this
proposal since no new course offerings are implied.
Changes are shown _in the catalog for the arts and letters and social
science hours in the freshman and sopharore years. No change in the
total credit hours results in Arts and Letters and Social Science courses.
Date /t0A-/
} I
t!~(. Date /()/7-kl
Date ~~;;;!?/
Date /~A-;;'/
~/
Date /~¥L
Approved by Division Curricul.urrr-C~ltmli
Approved by Division Head --"7,;;,,:.;......:.::-~;;r:--...;;;..------
Request prepared by jyf. 6"~ t:c.."
Approved by Unit Curriculum Camtit, );// d r~
Approved by DePartment Head -;7L~~~T==-~-;--
L~OLLEGE OF SCIENCE
1athem~tics Department
Chanses in Existin9 Courses:
Mth 93, 94. Elements of Algebra (3, 3). Mth 93: Pre-Algebra. Mth 94:
Elementary Algebra. In most cases a student cannot take
either of these courses after receiving credit for a
higher numbered mathematics course. Consent of the
department is required in advance for exception. Mth 93
and 94 cannot be used to satisfy University distribution
requirements.
(Remove the description of Mth 95)
,th 100. Intermediate Algebra (4).
Prerequisite: one year of high school algebra, or Mth 94. In
most cases, a student cannot receive credit for this course
after taking a higher numbered course. Consent of department
is required in advance for exceptions. Mth 100 cannot
be used to satisfy University distribution requirements.
(Change in number from Mth 95 to Mth 100; change in course
title, change in course description)
"he above changes in existing courses from t he Mathematics Department
was prompted by a request from the Office of the Vice Chancellor to the
~niversities in the state to clear up ambiguities which existed in
courses numbers 50-99. The Office of the Vice Chancellor had reviewed such
courses and had deemed Intermediate Algebra to be not remedial, despite
the numbering of Mth 95. Oregon, Oregon State and Portland State have
benn working together and had agreed to change their number from Mth 95
to Mth 100 which has prompted this request since Oregon and Oregon State
put through their requests for this year's action.
J: Faculty Senate
ROM: Graduate Council
Bolton, Byrd, Dunbar, Foltz, McIntyre, Rabiega, Robertson, Svoboda,
Goekjian, Johnson (chair)/'? )~~"
{~/;./1
ocial Sciences, Business Administration:~Healthand Physical Education, and
Jcial Work; new courses , Course and program changes.
adal Sciences
Anthropology Anth 456 (new)
Anth 471 (new)
)TION: Move acceptance of the above new courses.
Geography Geog 424 (new) drop graduate option since no
graduates expected.
Geog 440 (new) Change "Persons registering for
this course should' "have~:•• "
to "Prerequisites: Geog 335 or
equivalent and consent of instructor."
Geog 480 (new)
Geog 523 (new)
Geog 411 change description
: )TION: Move acceptance except Geog 424 drop graduate credit and revise prerequisite
for Geog 440.
History Hist 492 (new)
Hist 493 (new) Add prerequisite: Hist 492
Hist 494 (new) Add prerequisite: • Hist 493
Hist 496 (new)
Hist 497 (new)
Hist 498 (new)
Hist 499 (new)
Hist 433 change name (not approved)
Hist 480, 481, 482 Change title
Hist 491 change title prerequisites, description
delete graduate credit
MOTION: Move acceptance of Hist 498 and 480, 481,482, and 491 without graduate credit.
Political Science PS 442 (new) change last statement to "Prerequisites:PS 241 or PS441 or consent of instrictor."
PS 443 was PS 442
PS 445 was PS 443
MOTION: Move acceptance of courses with prerequisite for PS 442.
Psychology Psy 583 (new) add "prerequisite: admission to MAIMS
program in Psychology or consent of
instuctor. 1l
Psy 520 change prerequisite to "Mth 364 or equivalent."
Psy 522 change prerequisites
Psy 524 dropped
Psy 525, 526 change prerequisites
)TION: Move acceptance with addition of Psy 520 and 583 prerequisites.
Public Administration PA 515 (new)
PA 563 (new)
iTION: Move acceptance of the above new courses.
SINESS ADMINISTRATION
Business Education
Management
"
MST/MAT program change
Mgffit 530 change of course description
~,: nON: Move approval of Business Administration program and course change.
S::IAL WORK SW 510 (new) change title to "Selected Topics"
SW 538 (new)
SW 539 (new)
SW 543 (new)
SW 544 (new)
SW 545 (new)
SW 700 (new)
HenON: Move approval of course in Social Work with the following modifications and
exceptions: a) Change SW 510 title to IlSelected Topics", b) hold SW 543,
544 pending acceptable statement concerning potential overlap.
ADDENDUM
S2HOOL OF SOCIAL IDRK
New Course
-
sw 700. Professional Developnent. Credit to be arranged.
L
PORTLAND SrATE UNIVERSITY
Request
Request for the following changes in the MST and MAT in Duaineas
Education.
Catalqg State~ents
Existing catalog statement and proposed catalog atatement - see
att~che~
r,ation~le
To requic<! ad·Htional work in gen~ral euucCltion to supplement
the professional r('quiremcnts for the degree. The njne hours
of clectiveo oulGid<! the School of BusincsG and the School of
Education will require dap~rtmcntal ap~rov.l and be based on
the students' needs, interests, abilities, and dlficiencea.
I
1
This change do(>s not affect: (1) supporting curricula, (2)
9udgetary support; (3) availability of faculty.
Request prepared by~~~ D.te~1
Approved by U~it (i.e., Department) Curriculum tommittee~08te~
Approved by Department Head oate~'
ApprOVed by College/School Cure icul mOat. 361 5/Ht
Approved by Colle9~/SchoolDean ,,~ Date . a.fS,,/f1
Masters of ~rts in Teaching or
Maste,s of Science in Teaching - business Education
Old Progr am New Prggr~
BEd 53S Trends in Voc~tion~l­
Technical Education. • • .3
BEd 535 Trends in Vocationa1-
Technical EdU<:&tlon. • ••3
BEd 536 ResciHch t\ethods in
Business Edueation • • •• 3
BEd 536 Research Methods 1n
.
Business Education • • ••3
BEd 537 Tests and Measurements in
Business Education ••••3
. ned 537 Tests and MeasureMents in
Dusin.s. Education • • • .3
Business or busine~s education
electi\"es•••••••• 15
Buainers or business educat~
electives•••••••• (12)
. . . .• • • • • •• •• 6
•• 15• • •Education • • • • • • • •
Electives (outside the School 0:
Business , the School
of Education). • • • •• (9)
• 15• • •...• •• •• •
Electives •
Education •
Total 45 4S
I
IPROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
A strict reading of the Portland State University Faculty Constitution
makes an interim appointee to the Advisory Counci I inel igible for election
upon completion of the regular term regardless of how short his or her term
of service has been. We think that it is undesirable for the University
and unfair to the interim appointee. Therefore, in accordance with Article
VI I I of the Constitution of Portland State University Faculty, we propose
the fol lowing amendment to the Constitution:
1. Article VI Advisory Counci I
Section 1. Election. Substitute
"Names of current Adv i sery Counc i I members, wi th the ex-
ception of interim appointees having served one year or
less, are to be excluded, since no member may serve two
consecutive regular terms."
In place of
"Names of current Adv i sory Counc i I members are to be ex-
cluded, since no member may succeed himself or herself-"
2. Section 3. Vacancies. Substitute
2) Vacancies occurring on the Advisory Council shal I be
fi I led, through appointment, by the Secretary of the
Faculty who shal I designate that nominee who in the
immediate past Advisory Counci I election had the
greatest number of votes. An interim appointee shal I
complete the regular term of office. An interim ap-
pointee having served one year or less shal I be el igible
for election at the end of his or her term.
In place of
2) Vacancies that occur on the Advisory Counci I shal I be
fi I led by appointment by the Secretary of the Faculty
who shal I designate the nominee who in the immediately
past Advisory Council election has had the greatest
number of votes, provided that his or her designation
does not result in more than four holdovers from the
preceding counci I. The interim appointee shal I com-
plete the regular term of office.
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"f, ) The Faculty Senate i..: " i L 12 November 1981
f'!-:l ",': The Advisory Counci I - M. Beeson, A. Bennett, G. Dodds, D. Moor,
R. Nussbaum, D. Scheans
During the June meeting of the Faculty Senate some questions arose about the inter-
pretation of Article I I I, Section 4, last paragraph of the Faculty Constitution:
The sentence in question is "The department head shall serve a stated term of three
years but UJithout prejudice to re-election or re-appointment." The issue is how
far this I imits the freedom of departments to restrict the number of consecutive
terms that may be served by a department head.
In accordance with the Advisory Counci I 's Powers and Duties (Faculty Constitution
Article VI, Section 4, Paragraph 5) we hereby communicate to al I departments that
it is our interpretation of the intent of the Constitution to al low each department,
through its publ ished guidel ines, to decide whether or not to I imit consecutive
terms of office for elected department heads. An individual department may, thus,
restrict the 'number of consecutive terms of office served by its department heads.
Thi~ conclusion is based upon these findings:
1. That there is no implication that a head is el igible for re-election
beyond a second consecutive term. The Constitution speaks of a term of three
years and of re-election fol lowing that term. It implies nothing as regards re-
election fol lowing a second term. This is establ ished by the fact that it would
not have been self-contradictory to have continued tbe sentence so as to make it
read: "The department head shaZZ serve a stated term of three years but without
prejudice to re-election or re-appointment to a second term, after which he or
she nn.y or may not be re-elected." The question of a third term is left entirely
open, and so is to be settled by departmental regulations.
2. The sentence in questions does seem to imply that serving one term does
not preclude election to a second term, so that, if it stood alone, it would pre-
clude departments from restricting service as head to one term. However, this
sentence does not stand alone. It is preceded, in the first sentence of the first
paragraph of Section 4, by a sentence assigning to departments the authority to
?etermine the mode of their choice of department head. This sentence seems to
Imply that departments may themselves determine whether an incumbent head may be
chosen as his or her successor. Thus, departments seem to be empowered to restrict
!heir choice to members other than an incumbent head. The sentence permitting heads
to be re-elected should therefore, be understood as permissive, rather than as re-
~trictive--al lowing a d;partment to provide for re-election, rather than prohibit-
Ing it from I imiting the number of terms of service.
We further note that there is an establ ished practice of acceptance by the OAA of
departmental guidel ines that do restrict the number of terms that may be served by
department heads.
Subject: Proposed name change from Department of Mathematics to Department
of Mathematical Sciences.
Educational Policies Committee Recommendation to the Senate
The Educational Policies Committee recommends the following motion to be approved
by the Faculty Senate:
liThe Faculty Senate approves the change of the name of the
Department of Mathematics to the Department of Mathematical
Sciences. This approval does not imply approval of the addition
of any course offerings or the transfer of courses currently
offered s or intended to be offered by any other department of
the University to the Department of Mathematics or the Department
of Mathematical Sciences."
Justification:
The Department of Mathematics currently offers BA/BS s MA/MS and
MAT/MST degrees in Mathematics and BA/BS degrees in Computer
Science. The proposed name better reflects the existing degree
offerings and is in keeping with general practice among institu-
tions of higher education.
Although the committee appreciates the arguments for and the
desire of the Department to become the centralizing point for
offerings in mathematics s statistics s operations research, and
computer related courses, it believes that it would not be
appropriate to endorse what appears to be a major policy without
considerably greater investigation and discussion. This name
change clearly should be separated from the issues of duplication
of offerings and the determination of where various types of courses
should be housed.
Submitted by: Roger Moseley, Chairman of The Educational Policies Committee
Oma Blankenship
Michael Carl
Thorn Neff
Gwen Newborg
Morton Paglin
Guido Pinamonti
Walter Shold
Charles Tracy
Robert Van Atta
Frederick Waller
MEMORANDUM
TO Vice President Gruber
Norman C. Rose~/
DATE October 13, 1981
RE: Name change for Mathematics Department.
The Mathematics Department submitted a request to the
College of Science Curriculum Committee requesting a change
in the name of the department. There was a prolonged
discussion between the Mathematics Department and the
Committee. Ultimately, with the consent of the Curriculum
Committee chairman I conducted a telephone vote in the
summer to determine the position of the committee. By a
split vote the committee approved the name change.
The request is attached in order that the request may
be considered by appropriate university committees.
NCR:kcp
Attachment
PCJIITl.J\ND ~)'l'l\TL UNI~HSI'l'Y
Proposal for ~partITCnt Nah1e Change
Existing nane: f'lathernatics
Proposed nan1e: Hathernatical Sciences
Justification:
.Tile Departnent currently offers 13l\1l3S, rU\lrE and rWl'/r-~'l' degrees
in t--iathematics and 13l\1ilS degrees in Cof.l.)uter Science (assuming Chan-
cellor's ar:proval of IJA as of this wri ting) • The proposed name better
reflects existing degrees and offerings as well as future potential
programs in Convuter Science and/or Statistics.
p /'P L'
Heques t prepared by__"",r~<l;;../P.,.,.,'.:.;~..:.(~r1;":z'~lZ.....;.;.-e.,4;.z.'4L1~1,-~";;'J---;";·;";'~_.-7-f--
r.· t ~ j'Apl?roved by Departnent -;: ,p 'k n6.- (4. ',:or...,-., .... ··-7
vi ill 7
Approved by Science Curro Com. -PLAt1Vvr.. c.. !lP..t
J\['{>roved by Dean of Science9U~c- flt2Z
"
Date 10/7'/f ()
bate / //3h ()
Date Ocr(51 191/1
Date {)G/ I 5. t1h
}
Five Year Plan
Mathematics Department
November lOt 1980
F. Departmental Organization
The name of the department is proposed to be changed to the Department
of Mathematical Sciences. This name reflects mathematics and computer science
as well as potential future programs such as statistics and operations research.
This name change was approved by the department in 1976.
It is certainly the case that there are more mathematical science depart-
ments t whatever thename t in colleges and universities than there are mathema-
tics departments. This is particularly true at smaller institutions where
core faculty teach mathematics t computer science t statistics t operations re-
search t etc. In realitYt they are departments of mathematical sciences.
As summarized by Calvin T. Long (Newsletter of the Conference Board of
the Mathematical Sciences t March-April 1980}t who organized a symposium on
"Administrative Structures for the Mathematical Sciences" at the joint January
1980 meetings of the American Mathematical Society and Mathematical Association
of America t larger institutions tend to divide the mathematical sciences up into
separate departments. The following reasons are given:
1. Prejudice and serious disagreement over what is (or is not) mathematics,
statistics t computer sc;ence t operations research t etc.
2. Concern that a large and varied faculty might impose program require-
ments and criteria for the evaluation of professional accomplishments that are
deemed unsuitable to a given discipline or subdiscipline. (How much mathematics
must a computer science major know? Does a statistician need to know topology?,
etc.), and
3. Size. (There do exist t however, some very large departments that func-
tion quite well.)
In separate departments t practitioners of the various mathematical disci-
plines have very little contact with each other t yielding unfortunate consequences.
There is frequently considerable duplication of effort at a time when funds are
in short supply. Invariably, departments compete with each other for resources
of all kinds and a real danger exists for a principle to be discarded in favor
of advantage. Barriers are raised that make it difficult to formulate joint
teaching, research t and outside university support. Evidence of this sort at
Portland State is reflected in the vast number of statistical content courses
taught by various departments at all levels. There is also some evidence of
pro~i:erati~n of ~omputer science courses. The times argue for the smallest
?dml~lst:atlve unlt that can ~ncompass all mathematical sciences practical at an
lnstltutlon and can also provlde for the measure of autonomy and determination
necess~ry for op!ima1 development. These factors all point to the advantages of
a contlnued commltment to a Department of Mathematical Sciences which includes
the different areas.
Subject: Proposed. name :hange of Section in The Division of Engineering
and Applled SClence to Department and the concomitant change
of the title Section Head to Department Head.
Educatjonal Policies Committee Recommendation to The Senate
The Educational Policies Committee recommends the following motion be
approved by the Faculty Senate:
"The Faculty'Senate approves the change of the name of 'Section
'in The Division of Engineering and Applied Science to 'Department'
and the concomitant change of the title of Section Head to De-
partment Head. Approval of the change of the name Division to
any other designation is not implied by this approval."
Justification:
The use of the designation of Section for a discipline unit in
the University is an anomaly, as is the designation of Section
Head for the appointed administrator for such discipline units.
Consistency in names and titles has considerable merit in itself.
Many of the rules, procedures, etc. of the University and of
The System of Higher Education specifically refer to "Departments"
and "Department Heads." This raised the question of whether or not
Sections and Section Heads in Engineering and Applied Sciences are
to be affected by such rules, procedures, etc. They are de facto
Departments and Department Heads.
While the possibility of a proposal for the change of the name
"Division" clearly exists, such a proposal has not been made nor
should it be implied by the present proposed change of name and
title.
As nearly as the committee can descry, no significant budgetary
changes are involved other than those of technical or procedural
nature. From a cost standpoint sections are in effect operating
as departments at the present time and no significant increase
is anticipated.
The continued development of the Engineering and Applied Science
programs and faculty requires this step. For a ~umber of years,
interinstitutional politics presented the establlshment of both
official programs and administrative units in this area and, now
that approval has been granted~ these progra~s and units should
be integra~d into the Uni~ers~ty struct~re.ln.the same manner
as similar programs and unlts 1n other d1sc1pl1nes.
~uring its visitation here last month, The Accreditation.Board for
Engineering and Technology express~d.i~S concern over th1S aspect of
the administrative status of the D1Vls10n.
The sections involved are Civil-Structural Engineering, E1ectrica1-.
, Electronics Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering.
Submitted by: Roger Moseley, Chairman of The Educational Policies Committee
Oma Blankenship
Michael Carl
ThofR Neff
Gwen Newborg
Morton Paglin
Gui do Pi namonti
Wa lter Sho1d
Charl es Tracy
Robert Van Atta
Frederi ck Wall er
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PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY
september 14, 1981
TO: President'Blumel
FRCM: John B. GrUbecfJ1l
In accord with our recent rreeting with Drs.' D::>bson and Erzurunlu
where we concllrled there was need to forrralize the existing administrative
and governance. structure of the Division of Engineering and Applied SCience,
I am recommendlng your approval of the following changes in administrative
assignments and academic organizational structure which reflect more
a~urately past practice and conforms with University governance policies,
guIdelines and collective bargaining agreerrents:
• section sub-unit title changed to Department.
• section Head title changed to Department Head
• Notice of Ap1X>intment for Heads to indicate:
1) Change in title
2) Administrative assignment of .50 FTE
3) 12~nth appointment status
"/
/
• Establish line budgets to civil, electrical, and mechanical engineering.
The reccmnended changes represents a de facto formalization of past
delegated roles of Section Heads and sub-unit operational practices. More
llnportantly, the changes bring the organizational and governance structure
of the Division into compliance with University policies, guidelines and
collective bargaining agreements.
Further, it is appropriate to clarify that the University guidelines
pertaining to the appointmmt or reappJintment of Department Heads will
becare effective i.rrmediately up:>n your approval of c~ange of title. Specifically,
all three Heads will regin a three-year term of appJlntment september, 1981.
Depar tment guidelines which outline the procedures for. recarmend~ng ap[X>intme~t
of Department Head will need to be filed and approved In the Offlce of Academlc
Affairs at the earliest possible time.
~:kp
cc: H. Erzurl.lll1u
K. Harris
SCHOLASTIC STANDARDS COMMITTEE
~1otions
Minimum PSU GPA Warning
Levels
The Scholastic Standards Committee asks that the following catalog
changes be moved and approved:
1. Academic Warning
(Present wording)
Total Credits (Including Transfer
Credits
15-29
30-44
45-59
60-74
75-89
90 or more
1. 50
1. 60
1. 70
1. 80
1. 90
2.00
(Proposed wording)
Total Credits (Including Transfer
Credits
Minimum PSU GPA Warning
Levels
20-39
40-59
60 or more
1. 60
1.80
2.00
2. Academic Disqualification
(Present wording)
A student with 30 total credits enrolled at PSU while on
warning will be disqualified automatically at the end of
the term, if the student has not:
1. Raised cumulative PSU GPA above the warning level
OR
2. Earned a GPA for the given term of 2.30 or above.
(Proposed wording)
A student with 20 or more total credits who is enrolled
at PSU while on academic warning will be disqualified
automatically at the end of the term, if the student has
not:
OR
2. Earned a GPA for the term of 2.25 or above.
1. Raised his/her cumulative PSU GPA to or above the
warning level
GTB:gb
